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The symmetric splitting of two spin-wave branches in an antiferromagnetic resonance (AFR) ex-
periment has been an essential measurement of antiferromagnets for over half a century. In this
work, circularly polarized time-domain THz spectroscopy experiments performed on the low sym-
metry multiferroic h-HoMnO3 reveal an AFR of the Mn sublattice to split asymmetrically in applied
magnetic field, with an ≈ 50% difference in g-factors between the high and low energy branches of
this excitation. The temperature dependence of the g-factors, including a drastic renormalization
at the Ho spin ordering temperature, reveals this asymmetry to unambiguously stem from Ho-Mn
interactions. Theoretical calculations demonstrate the AFR asymmetry is not explained by conven-
tional Ho-Mn exchange mechanisms alone and are only reproduced if quartic spin interactions are
also included in the spin Hamiltonian. Our results provide a paradigm for the optical study of such
novel interactions in hexagonal manganites and low symmetry antiferromagnets in general.
Antiferromagnetic resonance (AFR) has been perhaps
the most essential property of antiferromagnets since the
earliest description by Kittel over half a century ago [1].
In an AFR experiment, two spin-wave branches, each ac-
tive to a different helicity of circularly polarized light,
symmetrically split in applied magnetic field. However,
changes to this phenomena may occur in low symmetry
environments, as interactions between localized spins in
magnetic insulators are heavily influenced by the sym-
metry of the crystal structure in which they are embed-
ded. The hexagonal rare-earth manganites h-RMnO3 are
prime examples of materials whose low symmetry results
in remarkable physical behavior [2], including multifer-
roism and exceptionally strong magnetoelectric coupling
[3]. Magnetism in these systems consists of both rare-
earth and manganese magnetic moments, which lie in
orthogonal directions due to crystalline anisotropy [4].
Interactions between these moments has been a topic of
intense investigation [4–8] as such couplings are thought
to drive magnetic transitions [9] and mediate magne-
toelectric phenomena [10, 11]. However, the exchange
mechanism between R-Mn spins has remained elusive, as
their orthogonality suggests a less conventional interac-
tion than Heisenberg exchange in the spin equilibrium
configuration.
Of these materials, h-HoMnO3 (HMO) possesses the
largest effective rare-earth magnetic moment and is thus
ideal for studying magnetic exchange in these systems
[3, 12–15]. The hexagonal crystal structure of HMO
(Figure 1) consists of alternating layers of corner sharing
MnO5 bipyramids and Ho ions which are stacked along
the c axis [16]. At the ferroelectric transition, Tc=875K,
the MnO5 bipyramids buckle [17–19] reducing the sym-
metry to the non-centrosymmetric polar space group
P63cm with Ho ions occupying two symmetry distinct
FIG. 1: Crystal structure of HMO in the ferroelectric phase
(T < Tc=875K) with views along the (left) c axis and (right)
a axis respectively. In this phase, the Ho+3 ions (green and
blue spheres) lie in symmetry distinct positions of the lattice
resulting in a finite ferroelectric moment along the c axis.
positions of the crystal lattice. The SMn=2 spins form
a two-dimensional frustrated triangular lattice which or-
ders at TN ≈ 75K in a 120 degree structure with symme-
try P6
′
3c
′
m [20–25]. Two additional zero field Mn sub-
lattice transitions occur at TSR ≈ 40K (P6′3cm
′
) and at
THo ≈ 5K (P63cm), in which the Mn spins rotate by 90
degrees within the basal plane. The ordering of the Ho
sublattices is less understood [4, 20–27], however it is ex-
pected that the SHo=2 spins order antiferromagnetically
along the c axis due to uniaxial anisotropy [4], with ex-
perimental evidence suggesting that magnetization of at
least one of the Ho sublattices onsets near TSR [4, 27]
and some form of long range order existing below THo.
Interactions between R and Mn moments in hexagonal
manganites can be probed by examining the spin excita-
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2tions of the Mn sublattice, whose minimal spin Hamilto-
nian is given by:
H = J
∑
<ij>
Si · Sj + ∆
∑
i
(Szi )
2 − gµBB ·
∑
i
Si, (1)
where J is the Heisenberg exchange, ∆ is the planar
anisotropy, B ‖ c is the applied magnetic field, g = 2
is the Mn g-factor, and the sum is over neighboring pairs
[23, 28]. The ground state of the Mn sublattice is a 120◦
ordered AF. In the ~k → 0 limit (applicable to our opti-
cal measurements) the low energy spectrum consists of
a Goldstone mode and a gapped AFR [28]. In the weak
field limit, valid for fields H < SMnJ ≈ 40T in HMO, the
energies of the AFR are given by:
~ω±(B) = ~ω(0)± geffµBB, ~ω(0) = 3S
√
J∆, (2)
revealing two modes which split symmetrically in field
with geff =
g
2+4∆/9J (see Eq’s 8-12 of Sec. III in the SI
for derivation) [29]. Note that even for small anisotropy,
geff is approximately half the bare ionic value. This is
a particular feature of the 120◦ ordered AF which arises
due to the low symmetry of the ordered state resulting in
a not well defined z angular momentum quantum num-
ber. With exchange and anisotropy found to be J = 2.44
meV and ∆ = 0.38 meV respectively in HMO [23], one ex-
pects geff = 0.97 from Equation 2. However, in actuality
much larger g-factors are observed at low temperatures
in hexagonal manganites [7, 29]. This has been explained
by introducing an additional Heisenberg exchange inter-
action which ferromagnetically couples R spins to the
finite Sz of the Mn AFR modes into Equation 12 [7].
However, such a coupling is expected to vanish in the
ground state due to the orthogonality of spins, leaving
the dominant equilibrium R-Mn spin interaction unre-
solved.
In this Letter, we present a systematic study of the low
energy optical response of HMO via high resolution time-
domain terahertz spectroscopy (TDTS). We demonstrate
that the Mn AFR possesses distinct selection rules to
circularly polarized light, which allows our experiments
to resolve the field dependent splitting of the AFR in
weak magnetic fields with high precision. The AFR is
found to unexpectedly split asymmetrically in magnetic
field. Careful study of the temperature dependence of
this asymmetry unambiguously demonstrates the effect
to stem from R-Mn interactions. Theoretical investiga-
tions concludes the asymmetry is not explained by con-
ventional R-Mn exchange mechanisms alone and is only
reproduced if novel quartic spin interactions are also in-
cluded in the spin Hamiltonian. The potential for such
interactions in other hexagonal manganites is discussed.
Single crystals of HMO were grown via optical floating
zone method. Two samples with the orientations [-1,1,0]
(d = 670 µm) and [0,0,1] (d = 590 µm) normal to the
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FIG. 2: Image plots of the imaginary part of the index of
refraction as a function of temperature and frequency for the
orientations (a) ~hac ‖ c and (b) ~hac ⊥ c respectively. Horizon-
tal dashed lines denote the three zero field transition tempera-
tures while vertical dashed lines label the more prominent Ho
crystal field excitations identified at temperatures T ≥ THo.
The excitation labeled ”M” is the AFR of the Mn sublattice
whose resonant frequency is marked by white squares.
sample surface were measured in this study. TDTS trans-
mission experiments were performed using a home-built
spectrometer [30] in magnetic fields up to 6T in Fara-
day geometry (~kTHz ‖ ~Hdc). Via a coupling of the THz
fields to both electric and magnetic dipole transitions of
the sample, TDTS accesses the sample’s electromagnetic
response with exceptional resolution from 0.2 - 2 THz.
Figure 2 displays image plots of the imaginary, or dis-
sipative, part of the complex index of refraction, n˜ = n
+ ik, of HMO for the orientations (a) ~hac ‖ c and (b)
~hac ⊥ c respectively (full data set in Sec. IV of the SI).
One can show that the axial symmetry of the lattice con-
strains the zero field linear response such that only these
two orientations give unique responses [31]. The spectra
are in excellent agreement with previous studies [7, 32].
Many of the features seen in Figure 2 can be attributed
to crystal field transitions of the Ho+3 (5I8) ions, which
have been previously discussed in the context of a num-
ber of compounds [33–39]. Several of the more prominent
crystal field levels are labeled in Figure 2 and discussed in
detail in Sec. IV of the SI (see Table 1). Abrupt changes
in the spectra, including a previously undiscovered dra-
matic renormalization of the crystal field excitation en-
ergies at ≈ 5K, identify the three zero field magnetic
transitions at TN = 72K, TSR = 37K, and THo = 5.25K.
Here we focus on the AFR of the Mn sublattice which is
labeled “M” in Figure 2. In order to extract the dynam-
ical properties of this mode, the spectra were fit with a
Drude-Lorentz oscillator on a linear background to ac-
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FIG. 3: Field dependence of the imaginary part of the index of refraction of HMO at 20K for (a) right and (b) left hand circular
polarizations with H ‖ c. The Mn AFR is the linearly varying excitation at ≈ 1.3 THz, which can be seen to naturally partition
into low and high energy branches in the circular basis. White triangles mark the extracted resonant frequencies of the AFR.
count for neighboring crystal field levels. White squares
in Figure 2 mark the extracted resonant frequencies of
the Mn AFR.
Measurements were then performed as a function of
magnetic field to investigate the field dependent splitting
of the AFR. The hexagonal symmetry of HMO along with
the T symmetry breaking under applied field constrains
the linear response transmission matrix [31, 40] such that
it must be fully antisymmetric in the linear basis:
T˜linear =
[
T˜xx T˜xy
−T˜xy T˜xx
]
(3)
Such a fully antisymmetric transmission matrix can be
diagonalized by a circular basis transformation as:
T˜circular =
[
T˜xx + i · T˜xy 0
0 T˜xx − i · T˜xy
]
=
[
T˜r 0
0 T˜l
]
(4)
where T˜l and T˜r refer to the transmission of left and right
hand circularly polarized light, the eigenpolarizations, re-
spectively. The above analysis suggests that experiments
performed in Faraday geometry are best understood in
the circular basis (see Sec. I of the SI for further details).
TDTS measurements performed here utilized a rotating
polarizer technique, which allows for measurement of the
sample’s response to two polarization directions simulta-
neously and thus conversion to the circular basis [41].
Figure 3(a,b) displays image plots of the dissipative
part of the index of refraction as a function of magnetic
field at 20K for right and left hand circular polarizations
respectively. The excitation at ≈ 1.3 THz which linearly
varies with magnetic field is the AFR of the Mn sublat-
tice. One can immediately see that the two branches of
the AFR possess distinct selection rules to right and left
hand circular polarizations. Such a partitioning of the
AFR allows unique access to the splitting of this mode in
weak magnetic fields, within the low field “intermediate”
phase of HMO, where the two branches would otherwise
be highly overlapping in the linear basis. In a similar
manner as the zero field data, these spectra were fit to
extract the magnetic field dependent dynamical proper-
ties of the AFR. White triangles in Figure 3 mark the
resonant frequency of the AFR at fields in which it is
well defined.
The g-factors of the AFR can be found by fitting the
extracted resonant frequencies as a function of magnetic
field. To reiterate, the expectation from Equation 2 is a
symmetric splitting of the two branches with g-factors ≈
±1. Figure 4(a) displays linear fits of the AFR resonant
frequencies in weak magnetic fields, within the low field
phase of HMO. One can see that g-factors are not only
large but also unexpectedly asymmetric, with the low en-
ergy branch possessing a g-factor that is ≈ 50% greater
than that of the high energy branch. This asymmetry ex-
tends to negative fields as well, such that the low energy
branch always possesses a larger g-factor. A remarkable
aspect of the data is the kink in the R and L branches
as a function of B near zero field. We believe this non-
analyticity results from the manner in which the ground
state is selected with a change in sign of the magnetic
field as discussed below. The small difference in g-factor
for the low energy branches between positive and nega-
tive fields likely stems from larger error bars in negative
fields due to a weak AFR in this orientation. While en-
hanced g-factors have been interpreted via R-Mn spin
interactions [7], asymmetry in the field dependent split-
ting of the AFR has not been reported previously.
We can ascertain the origin of this asymmetry by ex-
amining the temperature dependence of the g-factors
(Figure 4(b)). The g-factors increase with decreasing
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FIG. 4: (a) Resonant frequency of the AFR for both left
hand (blue, circles) and right hand (red, squares) circular
polarizations as a function of magnetic field at T = 20K. The
low energy branch of the AFR possesses a significantly larger
g-factor than that of the high energy branch, regardless of
polarization and field direction. (b) Temperature dependence
of the g-factors which reveals a significant renormalization
at THo. (c) Asymmetry ratio of the g-factors plotted with
∆χ, the H ‖ c magnetic susceptibility after the paramagnetic
contribution has been subtracted.
temperature, a trend which is consistent with other
hexagonal manganites [29]. However, In HMO we ob-
serve a large renormalization of the g-factors at THo,
with increases of ≈ 50% and 35% from 30K to THo in
the right hand and left hand branches respectively. This
effect can be attributed to a large increase in the effec-
tive internal fields near THo as the Ho sublattices are
more easily magnetized near the transition, consistent
with the observed peak in the magnetic susceptibility at
THo (Figure 4(c)) [2]. Below the transition, with the Ho
sublattices presumably AF ordered, the internal fields
are reduced and the g-factors return close to their high
temperature values (although the errors bars at 2K are
large due to overlap with neighboring Ho crystal field lev-
els). Figure 4(c) displays the asymmetry ratio, defined as
(gR− gL)/(gR + gL), along with ∆χ, the H ‖ c magnetic
susceptibility of HMO after the paramagnetic contribu-
tion has been subtracted. We can attribute this suscep-
tibility to mainly stem from Ho magnetism. One can see
that the temperature dependence of the asymmetry ratio
is in remarkable agreement with the magnetic suscepti-
bility, increasing below TSR, being renormalized at THo,
and decreasing rapidly at lower temperatures. Such a
plot unambiguously demonstrates the g-factor asymme-
try to be related to Ho-Mn interactions.
To investigate the origin of this asymmetry, we have
explored a scenario in which paramagnetic Ho moments
generate an effective exchange field on Mn sites. To tilt
both AFR branches down, this exchange field Heff must
be antiparallel to Mn moments, reducing the cost of small
deviations from the ordered state. At the same time, it
is generated by fluctuating Ho moments whose thermal
average 〈SzHo〉 = χHoB is proportional to the applied field
B and to the Ho magnetic susceptibility χHo, which grows
as the temperature is lowered toward the Ho ordering at
THo. In this case, the exchange and anis tropy of Eq. 2
are modified such that they depend linearly on B as:
J 7→ J(B) ≡ J + J ′B, ∆ 7→ ∆(B) ≡ ∆ + ∆′B. (5)
Then, to the linear order, the energies of the AFR are:
~ω±(B) = ~ω(0) + ~ω(0)
(
J ′
2J
+
∆′
2∆
)
B ± geffµBB (6)
and the slopes dω±/dB can differ in magnitude.
Such an exchange field in the ab plane coming from
Ho spins polarized along the c axis can come from the
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction, HDM = D ·
(SHo × SMn), with a DM vector D in the ab plane
[42, 43]. Although we believe this DM term plays a
role here, in the most straightforward scenario this leads
to the opposite effect: both AFR branches tilt up. To
understand why, note that the effective exchange field
Heff = −D× 〈SHo〉 breaks the global symmetry of rota-
tions in the ab plane manifest in the Hamiltonian (12).
Mn spins orient themselves parallel to Heff to minimize
the DM energy and select a ground state. In general,
it is this change in the ground state with the change in
field direction that leads to the non-analyticity of the R
and L excitations near B=0. Deviations from these pre-
ferred directions now cost extra energy, which leads to a
hardening of both AFR branches contrary to the exper-
imental observations. We have found that other types
of interactions breaking the global rotational symmetry
that select a ground state generically harden both AFR
branches [44]. In order to get a softening, one must have
the combined effect of both DM interaction and quar-
tic interactions that force an anisotropy in-plane. For
5instance, the interaction:
H4 = K
∑
〈HoMn〉
SzHoS
y
Mn[3(S
x
Mn)
2 − (SyMn)2], (7)
has been previously proposed to drive magnetic transi-
tions in HMO [9]. However, other symmetry permitted
quartic terms can also reproduce the observed asymme-
try in the AFR (see Sec. III of the SI). When both per-
turbations are present, one may select the ground state
and the other determines the stiffness of the hard modes
resulting in a net softening. This is a generic mechanism
that may lead to g-factor asymmetry in other systems as
well.
In summary, high precision time-domain THz experi-
ments uncovered an asymmetric splitting of an AFR of
the Mn sublattice in the multiferroic HMO. Careful ex-
amination of the temperature dependence of this asym-
metry unambiguously demonstrated the effect to be re-
lated to Ho-Mn interactions. Theoretical analyses found
this asymmetry is only reproduced if quartic spin inter-
actions between Ho-Mn moments are included in the spin
Hamiltonian. One generally expects such interactions to
be present in other hexagonal manganites with rare-earth
magnetism. For instance, close inspection of the data of
Ref. [29] reveals that the low energy branch of the AFR
possesses a significantly larger g-factor than the high en-
ergy branch in TmMnO3, similar to our results in HMO.
Our analysis suggests that such interactions may be a
general feature of exceptionally low symmetry antiferro-
magnets and warrant consideration.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION FOR “ASYMMETRIC SPLITTING OF AN
ANTIFERROMAGNETIC RESONANCE VIA QUARTIC EXCHANGE INTERACTIONS IN
MULTIFERROIC HEXAGONAL HOMNO3”
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FIG. 5: Image plots of the dissipative part of the index of refraction in both the (b) linear basis and the (a) right and (c) left
hand channels of the circular basis within the low field “intermediate” phase of HMO. (d)-(f) Plots of the dissipative part of the
index of refraction within the dotted white box of the image plots shown in (a)-(c). The advantage of converting to the circular
basis is immediately apparent, as both modes of the AFR highly overlap in the linear basis but are naturally partitioned into
the right and left hand channels of the circular basis.
In this section we detail the analysis of our time-domain terahertz (TDTS) data in both the linear and circular
bases. TDTS is a high resolution method for accurately measuring the electromagnetic response of a sample in
the experimentally challenging THz range. In a typical TDTS experiment, the electric field of a transmitted THz
pulse through a sample is measured as a function of real time. Fourier transforming the measured electric field and
referencing to an aperture of identical size allows access to the frequency dependent complex transmission spectrum
of the sample which, in the limit of ˜  µ˜, is given by:
T˜ =
4n˜
(n˜+ 1)2
exp [
iωd
c
(n˜− 1)] (8)
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FIG. 6: Temperature dependent dynamical properties of the Mn AFR for temperatures below TSR. (left) Resonant frequency.
(right) Width (blue squares, left axis) and intensity (red circles, right axis).
where d is the sample thickness, ω is the frequency, c is the speed of light, n˜ is the sample’s complex index of
refraction, and normal incidence has been assumed. One can then numerically invert the transmission to obtain both
the frequency dependent real and imaginary parts of the index of refraction. In principle the index of refraction,
n˜ = n + ik =
√
˜µ˜, contains both the electric and magnetic responses of the sample as THz fields can couple to
both electric and magnetic dipole transitions. Thus, electric and magnetic effects can be difficult to separate in such
a single pass transmission experiment. This is further complicated by the strong multiferroic and magnetoelectric
coupling of HMO which introduces an additional term into the index of refraction. Therefore, we neglect to attempt
to identify features in the spectra as purely electric or magnetic in origin and instead report the combined response
in the form of the imaginary, or dissipative, part of the index of refraction.
In the Jones calculus [40], the full linear response of the sample is represented as a complex 2 × 2 transmission
matrix which transforms the incident electric field (E˜in) of THz light, written in the linear basis, as:[
E˜x,out
E˜y,out
]
=
[
T˜xx T˜yx
T˜xy T˜yy
] [
E˜x,in
E˜y,in
]
(9)
In the most general case the transmission matrix contains four independent components as shown above and one
must vary the incident and detected polarization of light to measure individual elements of the transmission matrix.
However, Neumann’s principle ensures that the transmission matrix must also possess the symmetries inherent to the
crystal itself [31], which often results in degeneracies between elements of the transmission matrix. Such degeneracies
can be exploited to measure samples in the basis in which the transmission matrix is diagonalized, and therefore the
natural eigenpolarizations of the crystal.
TDTS experiments performed as a function of magnetic field were done so in the Faraday geometry, in which ~kTHz
‖ ~Hdc ‖ zˆ, on a HMO sample oriented such that c ‖ zˆ. In this case, the crystal structure is symmetric under rotations
of 120◦ about the zˆ axis. The transmission matrix must therefore also obey this symmetry, which greatly constrains
its form such that it must be fully antisymmetric with only two unique components:
T˜linear =
[
T˜xx T˜xy
−T˜xy T˜xx
]
(10)
Such a fully antisymmetric transmission matrix can be diagonalized by a circular basis transformation as:
T˜circular =
[
T˜xx + i · T˜xy 0
0 T˜xx − i · T˜xy
]
=
[
T˜r 0
0 T˜l
]
(11)
where T˜l and T˜r refer to the transmission of left and right hand circularly polarized light, the eigenpolarizations for
this orientation, respectively. The above analysis suggests that experiments performed in Faraday geometry are best
understood in the circular basis.
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FIG. 7: Field dependence of the Mn AFR resonant frequency in the right and left hand channels of the circular basis. Data
is shown below 2T, where the highest signal to noise is achieved and well within the low field phase of HMO. Dotted lines are
the resultant linear fit of the data at each temperature.
As we demonstrated in the main text such a conversion to the circular basis can be highly advantageous in the
study of magnetic excitations. Figure 5 displays magnetic field dependent data in both the linear and circular basis
to demonstrate the advantage of such a transformation. Shown are image plots of the imaginary part of the index of
refraction in the (b) linear and (a) right hand and (c) left hand circular polarizations. Plots (d)-(f) display the data
in the regions marked by the white dotted boxes of (a)-(c), the range fit to extract the g-factors in Figure 3(a) of
the main text. One can see the difficulty in extracting the resonant frequencies of both branches of the AFR in the
linear basis, as the field dependent splitting is far smaller than the excitation width such that the two branches of
the AFR highly overlap, even at fields as large as a few Tesla. With such a complex magnetic field dependent phase
diagram as HMO [23], the study of the AFR in the low field phase has been previously impossible. However, the high
and low energy branches of the AFR naturally partition into left and right hand circular polarizations respectively
in the circular basis, allowing for determination of their resonant frequencies and g-factors with exceptional precision
in weak magnetic fields. We expect such a transformation to be similarly beneficial to the study of other hexagonal
manganites as well, thus providing a paradigm for the optical study of the AFR in these and other classes of materials.
TEMPERATURE AND FIELD DEPENDENCE OF THE MN AFR
The temperature dependence of the resonant frequency of the Mn AFR has been previously investigated in several
hexagonal manganites [29]. In these systems it was empirically found that the AFR frequency displays a power law
dependence with temperature as ω(T ) = ω(0) + aT b, where the exponent b was found to be ≈ 3. Deviations from
this power law behavior at low temperatures were observed in hexagonal manganites with rare-earth magnetism and
were interpreted as corresponding to the onset of rare-earth moment fluctuations and therefore RE-Mn interactions.
Figure 6(a) displays the resonant frequency of the AFR in HMO for temperatures below TSR, extracted by fitting
the spectra as described in the main text. One can see that in contrast to other hexagonal manganites, the AFR
frequency in HMO displays a linear dependence (b = 1.02) with temperature. This is consistent with the onset of
magnetic fluctuations of at least one of the Ho sublattices at TSR, in agreement with previous reports [4, 27] and our
own analysis presented in the main text. Figure 6(b) displays the temperature dependence of the width (blue, left
axis) and intensity (red, right axis) of the AFR for temperatures below TSR. One can see that as the temperature
is reduced the AFR becomes more well defined, displaying both an increase in intensity and narrowing. However,
at THo the AFR is dramatically damped and the intensity is significantly reduced. The origin of such an effect is
currently unclear but one possible explanation is that the Mn AFR hybridizes with nearly degenerate Ho crystal field
levels below THo. If so, then HMO may display the first hybridized magnon-crystal field excitations which originate
from distinct magnetic sublattices. Further research is required to confirm such a possibility.
Figure 7 displays the AFR resonant frequency as a function of magnetic field for temperatures below TSR for both
the (a) right hand and (b) left hand circular polarizations. Markers denote the extracting resonant frequency found
by fitting the data described in the text while dotted lines represent linear fits of the data from which the g-factors
9were extracted. It was previously found that the g-factors of the Mn AFR change significantly in the “high field”
phase of hexagonal manganites, i.e. for field H > Hc ≈ 3 T [29]. Therefore, care was taken to only include data taken
within the low field “intermediate” phase to obtain the g-factors. Such phase boundaries were identified by obvious
non-linearities in our data as well as published phase boundaries found previously in HMO [23].
SPIN WAVES IN AN EASY-PLANE TRIANGULAR ANTIFERROMAGNET
Spin Lagrangian
We first derive the frequency of the antiferromagnetic resonance in an easy-plane triangular antiferromagnet in the
presence of a weak magnetic field normal to the easy plane. The spin Hamiltonian is
H = J
∑
〈ij〉
Si · Sj + ∆
∑
i
(Szi )
2
+ gµBB ·
∑
i
Si, (12)
Here J > 0 is the nearest-neighbor exchange coupling, ∆ > 0 is the strength of easy-plane anisotropy, g is the Lande´
gyromagnetic factor, µB is the Bohr magneton, and B = (0, 0, B) is an external magnetic field. The index i is summed
over all spins, 〈ij〉 over all nearest-neighbor pairs of spins. We treat the spins as classical vectors of fixed length ~S
and parametrize them in terms of spherical angles θi and φi in the global frame xyz:
Si = S(sin θi cosφi, sin θi sinφi, cos θi). (13)
Ho 2a
Ho 4b
x
y
FIG. 8: The 3-sublattice antiferromagnetic order on the Mn lattice (red, green, and blue arrows) and the two types of Ho ions,
2a (open circles) and 4b (filled circles).
In equilibrium, the spins form an ordered pattern with three sublattices n = 1, 2, 3 (Fig. 8):
cos θn =
gµBB
(9J + 2∆)S
, φn = φz +
2pin
3
, (14)
A spin on one sublattice has three neighbors from each of the other sublattices. The offset angle φz represents the
global symmetry of rotations about the hard axis z.
The dynamics of small-amplitude spin waves with q = 0 is most readily obtained from the Lagrangian
L = ~S
3∑
n=1
(cos θn − 1)φ˙n − U({θ, φ}). (15)
The first term in the Lagrangian represents the geometric (Berry-phase) part of the spin action, the second is potential
energy.
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FIG. 9: Normal modes of a triangular antiferromagnet. In zero field, the three sublattice spins S1 (red), S2 (green), and S3
(blue) lie in the easy plane xy (gray). Faint arrows represent an equilibrium state with the spins in the easy plane and pointing
at 120◦ to one another. The θ and φ modes move the spins in the polar and azimuthal directions, respectively. The spin axes
ξ and η point along S2 − S1 and S3, respectively. The ζ axis coincides with the hard axis z.
Spin waves
For small deviations from equilibrium, we introduce normal coordinates representing eigenmodes: δθ1δθ2
δθ3
 =
 12 −
√
3
2 − 13
1
2
√
3
2 − 13−1 0 − 13

 θξθη
θζ
 ,
 δφ1δφ2
δφ3
 =
 − 13 1√3 1− 13 − 1√3 1
2
3 0 1
 φξφη
φζ
 (16)
For convenience, we have introduced a new frame ξηζ defined by the ordered state (Fig. 9). The normal modes have
the following meanings in the absence of the applied field. θζ describes the average latitude of the three sublattice
spins; thus ~Sθζ is the net spin in the ζ direction, a momentum conjugate to the global rotation angle φζ in the easy
plane. (The mode φζ is redundant as it globally rotates all spins about the hard axis, thus playing the same role as φz
does.) Global rotations tilting the spins out of the easy plane are quantified by angles θξ and θη about the respective
spin axes. Lastly, φξ and φη represent deformations of the 120
◦ order within the easy plane and create a net spin
with projections −~Sφξ and −~Sφη, onto the ξ and η axes respectively.
To the second order in the normal coordinates and to the first order in the magnetic field B,
L = ~S(θξφ˙ξ + θηφ˙η + θζ φ˙ζ)− U, (17)
where
U =
3JS2
2
(
φ2ξ + φ
2
η
)
+
3∆S2
2
(
θ2ξ + θ
2
η
)
+ g˜µBBS (θξφη − θηφξ) + (9J + 2∆)S
2
6
θ2ζ (18)
is the potential energy and
g˜ =
g
2(1 + 2∆/9J)
(19)
is an effective Lande´ gyromagnetic factor.
As expected, the soft mode φζ does not influence the potential energy and its conjugate momentum ~Sθζ is a
conserved quantity. These two coordinates represent the Goldstone mode with frequency ω = 0 in the limit q→ 0.
The equations of motion for the remaining four coordinates are
~
d
dt

θξ
φξ
θη
φη
 =

0 −3JS g˜µBB 0
3∆S 0 0 g˜µBB
−g˜µBB 0 0 −3JS
0 −g˜µBB 3∆S 0


θξ
φξ
θη
φη
 (20)
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In zero magnetic field, there are two degenerate magnons with energy ~ω(0) = 3S
√
J∆, one involving θξ and φξ, the
other θη and φη. The field couples the two modes, lifting the degeneracy. The eigenmodes and eigenfrequencies are
θξ
φξ
θη
φη
 =

√
J cosωt√
∆ sinωt√
J cos (ωt± pi/2)√
∆ sin (ωt± pi/2)
 , ~ω±(B) = 3S√J∆± g˜µBB. (21)
The in-plane components of spin, ~S⊥ = −~S(φξ, φη, 0) in the ξηζ frame, rotate clockwise or counterclockwise,
generating circularly polarized electromagnetic waves. The straight lines ω±(B) have equal and opposite slopes
dω±/dB = ±g˜µB/~.
Different slope magnitudes will result if we modify the first two terms in the potential energy (18) so that their
coefficients depend linearly on B. We may replace
J 7→ J(B) ≡ J + J ′B, ∆ 7→ ∆(B) ≡ ∆ + ∆′B. (22)
Then, to the linear order in B, the eigenfrequencies will be
ω±(B) = ω(0) + ω(0)
(
J ′
2J
+
∆′
2∆
)
B ± g˜µBB (23)
and the slopes dω±/dB will differ in magnitude.
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction between Ho and Mn spins
One of the mechanisms that could create a difference in the slopes dω±/dB is the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM)
interaction D · (SHo×SMn) between Ho and Mn spins. At intermediate temperatures, Ho spins remain disordered but
are magnetized by the applied magnetic field, s = χB, where χ is the Ho susceptibility. With the Ho spins magnetized
along the applied field (along the hard axis z), we only need to consider the transverse x and y components of the
DM vector D. They generate an effective magnetic field on an Mn site hDM = −D×〈SHo〉 oriented in the easy plane
xy. For a given Mn site, the fields from the adjacent Ho ions vary in orientation.
If all six adjacent Ho ions (three above and three below an Mn plane) were equivalent and located symmetrically, the
Mn site would possess a threefold rotational symmetry and the net hDM would vanish. However, a lattice distortion
breaks the symmetry and creates inequivalent Ho sites known as 2a and 4b. Each Mn has two 2a and four 4b Ho
neighbors. As a result, the effective field hDM can be nonzero. Its orientation is restricted to the vertical plane
containing the Mn ion and both of its 2a Ho neighbors, while its magnitude hDM = CDMB, where CDM is a constant.
The in-plane effective field hDM breaks the global rotational invariance with respect to z-axis rotations and selects
a unique ground state, in which each Mn spin points along its local effective field hDM. It adds the following term to
the spin energy, to second order in the normal modes of interest:
UDM = CDMB cosφz
[
−3 + 3
4
(θ2ξ + θ
2
η) +
1
3
(φ2ξ + φ
2
η)
]
. (24)
Depending on the sign of the effective field hDM = CDMB, it selects the ground state with the global rotation angle
φz = 0 (if CDMB > 0) or φz = pi (if CDMB < 0). The four modes stiffen:
UDM = |CDMB|
[
−3 + 3
4
(θ2ξ + θ
2
η) +
1
3
(φ2ξ + φ
2
η)
]
. (25)
Thus the presence of the DM interaction alone does not explain the softening of the two resonance branches ω±(B).
Quartic spin interactions
Another route to an asymmetric splitting of the resonance is offered by higher-order spin interactions proposed by
Condran and Plumer [45] that couples the out-of-plane component of Ho spins to the in-plane components of Mn
spins:
U4 = K
∑
〈HoMn〉
SzHo
3∏
n=1
(SMn · en), (26)
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with the unit vectors
en =
(
cos
2pin
3
, sin
2pin
3
, 0
)
(27)
in the global frame xyz. This quartic spin interaction, introduced on phenomenological grounds, is compatible the
time reversal and D3h point-group symmetries. (Here we neglect the distortion creating inequivalent 2a and 4b Ho
sites.)
In an applied magnetic field B = (0, 0, B), the energy of the modes of interest has the following additions:
U4 = C4B cos 3φz
[
−3
4
+
9
16
(θ2ξ + θ
2
η) +
3
4
(φ2ξ + φ
2
η)
]
. (28)
The Mn spins now have three possible ground states. Depending on the sign of the prefactor C4B, the energy is
minimized by the global azimuthal angles φz = 0,± 2pi3 (if C4B > 0) or φz = pi,±pi3 (if C4B < 0). In both cases, the
AFR modes stiffen:
U4 = |C4B|
[
−3
4
+
9
16
(θ2ξ + θ
2
η) +
3
4
(φ2ξ + φ
2
η)
]
. (29)
Combined interactions
Although neither interaction alone is capable of reproducing the experimentally observed softening of both AFR
branches, their combination can, at least in principle. When both perturbations are present, one of them may select
the ground state and the other determines the stiffness of the hard modes. This is possible because the DM energy
(24) has a relatively large zeroth-order term, whereas the quartic interaction (28) has larger quadratic terms.
For example, let us take CDM > 0 and C4 = −2CDM < 0. The DM term dominates in selecting the ground state
with φz = 0 (for B > 0). The energy of the AFR modes is
UDM + U4 = |CDMB|
[
−3
2
− 3
8
(θ2ξ + θ
2
η)−
7
6
(φ2ξ + φ
2
η)
]
. (30)
The quadratic terms are expressly negative, so both AFR branches soften.
Other interactions may be combined for a similar effect. For example, a quartic DM term D′ · (SHo × SMn)S2Mn
would create a potential
U = −3
2
C ′DMB cosφz(θ
2
ξ + θ
2
η). (31)
DESCRIPTION OF THE CRYSTAL FIELD SPECTRUM
Crystal Field Theory
We can begin to understand the crystal field spectrum of the Ho+3 ions by examining the relevant energy scales
sequentially. One expects spin orbit coupling to be the dominant energy scale in 4f electron systems due to the high
atomic number of rare earth ions. Assuming pure LS-coupling, the ground state of the Ho+3 ions are determined
by Hund’s rules to be 5I8. With only spin orbit coupling considered, all the states within the J=8 manifold are
degenerate and well separated from the nearest J=7 manifold of states. The next largest expected energy scale is that
imposed by the surrounding crystal field. However, the energy scale of the crystal field is expected to be two orders
of magnitude weaker than that of spin-orbit coupling, and therefore acts as a perturbation on the J=8 manifold. In
the point charge limit, the crystal field breaks the degeneracy of the J=8 manifold by coupling eigenstates of the Jˆz
operator, depending directly on the symmetry of the crystal field at the rare earth site.
As described above, the 2a and 4b Ho+3 sites of the lattice are symmetry distinct, possessing C3v and C3 point
group symmetries respectively. The effects of such crystal fields on the 5I8 ground state of Ho
+3 have previously
been studied in a number of compounds [33–37]. The crystal field potentials, VCF, for both symmetries are easily
understood in Stevens notation [39] as:
Vc3 = B
2
0O
2
0 +B
4
0O
4
0 +B
6
0O
6
0 +B
6
6O
6
6 (32)
Vc3v = B
2
0O
2
0 +B
4
0O
4
0 +B
6
0O
6
0 +B
6
6O
6
6 +B
3
4O
3
4 +B
3
6O
3
6 (33)
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FIG. 10: (a)-(b) Magnitude of the complex transmission as a function of frequency and temperature for the (a) ~hac ‖ c and (b)
~hac ⊥ c geometries respectively. Curves are offset by 0.1 per temperature for clarity.
respectively. Where the Bql are the crystal field parameters and the O
q
l are Stevens operators. Stevens operators in
the form Oq0 form the diagonal of VCF and only depend on Jˆ and Jˆz and therefore do not couple states with differing
mz. Operators in the form O
q
l form the off-diagonal components of VCF and contain terms with Jˆ±, thereby coupling
terms with mz that differ by ±q. Thus, for C3v symmetry states with |mz〉 differing by either |±3〉 or |±6〉 are coupled.
The result is a spectrum of singlets and doublets in the form:
|ψ〉 = a |6〉+ b |3〉+ c |0〉+ d |−3〉+ e |−6〉 (34)
|φ〉 = a |±8〉+ b |±5〉+ c |±2〉+ d |∓1〉+ e |∓4〉+ f |∓7〉 . (35)
respectively. Similarly, the C3 crystal field couples states with |mz〉 differing by |±6〉. The result is still a spectrum of
singlets and doublets with the doublet states being identical to those of the C3v crystal field listed above. However,
the singlets can take the form of either:
|φ〉 = a |6〉+ b |0〉+ c |−6〉 (36)
|φ〉 = 1√
2
(|3〉 ± |−3〉). (37)
The above calculation predicts a spectrum of singlets and doublets but the ordering of the energy levels is generally
determined experimentally by probing degeneracies via Zeeman interaction under applied field as well as the optical
selection rules of the system. With the quantization axis along the hexagonal c direction, one expects that for h⊥c
polarization to couple states with ∆mz = ±1. Thereby allowing transitions between singlets and doublets or between
different doublets. With h‖c, one expects transitions with ∆mz = 0 i.e. within doublets.
However, additional effects which depart from the simplistic picture of only spin-orbit coupling and crystal field
splitting outlined above must also be considered. For instance, broken inversion symmetry will permits electric
dipole excitations while interactions the nuclear spin of Ho+3 ions will permit hyperfine magnetic dipole and electric
quadrupole terms into the Hamiltonian. Magnetic exchange represents an additional energy scale which will further
modify the spectrum. All such effects will work in tandem to produce the crystal field spectrum observed in HMO.
It should noted that the J=8 Ho+3 ions are non-Kramers ions and thus any degeneracy is not protected by symme-
try. Therefore, one may generally expect a crystal field spectrum which is considerably more complex than one of
temperature independent singlets and doublets.
Temperature Dependence Of The Crystal Field Spectra
Here we display the full temperature dependence of the crystal field spectra of HMO. Figure 10 displays the
magnitude of the complex transmission as a function of frequency and temperature for measurement geometries (a)
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FIG. 11: The dissipative part of the index of refraction, k = Im{√µ}, for the ~hac ‖ c (top rows, blue) and ~hac ⊥ c orientations
(bottom rows, red) at several representative temperatures. Absorptions in the transmission are dissipative and therefore
correspond to peaks in k. Dramatic changes in the spectra are observed across the zero field transitions TSR ≈ 37 K and THo
≈ 5.25K.
~hac ‖ c and (b) ~hac ⊥ c respectively. One can show that the axial symmetry of the lattice constrains the transmission
matrix such that only these two orientations give unique responses in zero field. The complex transmissions were
then numerically inverted to extract the complex index of refraction of the sample. Figure 11 displays the extracted
imaginary part of the index of refraction for both zero field orientations at several representative temperatures. These
are the data that were used to generate the image plots shown in Figure 2 of the main text. One can see that the
spectra are dominated by strong dissipation due to Ho (5I8) crystal field excitations below 1 THz and around 1.5
THz. The excitation at 1.3 THz in the ~hac ⊥ c orientation is the Mn AFR.
One can see from Figure 11 that the crystal field spectra becomes considerably complex as the temperature is
reduced, strongly departing from the simplistic picture of singlets and doublets outlined above. Many crystal field
excitations split into clusters of closely packed and highly overlapping excitations at low temperatures. In order to
better understand the crystal field spectrum, the imaginary part of the index of refraction were fit to a generic model
of Lorentzian oscillators on a linear background. Here our analysis will be restricted to only the crystal field excitation
energies as their intensities and widths are difficult to extract with so many overlapping excitations.
Figure 12 displays the excitation energies as a function of temperature for both measurement geometries. Vertical
dashed lines mark the three zero field transition temperatures TN, TSR, and THo. Color denotes distinct crystal
field excitations many of which split into a multiplet of nearly degenerate excitations as the temperature is reduced.
Although new excitations develop at both TSR and THo, the energy spectrum shown in Figure 12 shows relatively
weak temperature dependence above THo. This is consistent with optical spectroscopy of other hexagonal manganites
[29] and the related compound HoMn2O5 [38] which observe that the energy eigenvalues of the crystal field spectrum
to be nearly independent of magnetic ordering. Instead, magnetic exchange manifests itself was a redistribution of
spectral weight between optically active excitations. This has previously been explained as stemming from the change
in symmetry of the ligand field at the rare-earth site as new magnetic order develops, which modifies the selection
rules of the system, shifting spectral weight between excitations.
However, unlike the transitions at TN and TSR, the spectra at THo displays a dramatic renormalization of the crystal
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FIG. 12: Temperature dependence of the infrared excitation energies of HMO derived from fitting the imaginary part of the
index of refraction for the (left) ~hac ‖ c and (right) ~hac ⊥ c orientations. Color denotes each family of excitations. The black
curve in the ~hac ⊥ c orientation is the Mn AFR. Vertical dashed lines mark the three transition temperatures TN, TSR, and
THo.
field excitation energies. This low temperature energy renormalization, which has not been previously identified,
presumably stems from magnetic exchange interactions in HMO. Whether such exchange is between Ho-Ho or Ho-Mn
moments remains an open question. However, Ho-Mn interactions are expected to be roughly an order of magnitude
stronger than Ho-Ho exchange and as we demonstrated in the main text, Ho-Mn interactions are particularly strong
in HMO. Therefore, we speculate that such a renormalization of the Ho crystal field spectrum below THo may stem
from Ho-Mn exchange but further investigation is required to confirm. Table I summarizes our characterization of
the low energy excitation spectrum of HMO. Excitation energies, reported for temperatures T> TSR, are shown as
well as a comparison to previously reported values, although several excitations are reported here for the first time.
Additonally shown are the selection rules by measurement orientation for each excitation.
Excitation
Energy
(T > TSR)
Previously
Reported Energies
Optically Active
hac ‖ c
Optically Active
hac ⊥ c
CF 1 1.51 meV 1.48 meV (Ref. [23]) THo <T<TSR Always Active
CF 2 2.43 meV 2.41 meV (Ref. [23])
T>TSR
T<THo
Always Active
CF 3 3.09 meV & 3.40 meV
3.13 meV (Ref. [23])
3.40 meV (Ref. [7])
Always Active Always Active
CF 4 4.68 meV & 4.89 meV 4.84 meV (Ref. [7]) T>THo Never Active
CF 5 6.17 meV & 6.71 meV 6.46 meV (Ref. [7]) Always Active Always Active
TABLE I: Summary of our characterization of the crystal field spectra of HMO. Crystal field excitation energies are reported
at temperatures T > TSR. Also included are previously reported crystal field energies found via neutron scattering [23] and
infrared spectroscopy [7]. Values from Ref. 7 were reported at T = 10K. CF 4 was observed in Ref. 7 but it’s energy was not
reported. The value listed in the table is estimated from figure 1 of Ref. 7. Several crystal field excitations are reported here
for the first time.
FULL MAGNETIC FIELD DEPENDENCE
In the main text, data was shown only in the orientation in which the THz oscillatory magnetic field ~hac ⊥ c and
the applied dc magnetic field ~Hdc ‖ c and only at 20 K. In this section, we display the full data set for this orientation
as well as other orientations obtained by varying the direction of ~hac and ~Hdc with respect to the c axis.
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